Dear Wild Learners,

Devon Wildlife Trust are sending out a new wild challenge every week for school pupils aged 4 - 12 to undertake! Whether you are learning at home or from school - you can have a go!

**CHALLENGE:** This week we want you to become **animal detectives**!

Animals leave all sorts of clues that they have been around, from footprints, to feathers, to holes in the ground and yes, even their own droppings – yuk! (if you do find these - please don’t touch or get too close!)

**Whilst outside explore what clues are around - if you find anything curious take a picture or do a drawing of it and send it to us!** Try and tell us what you think it is too.

The winning pupil(s) will receive an FSC identification guide on **Tracks and Signs of British animals**. There will be one prize for each of the two age categories (4 -7 years and 8 -12 years).

To participate all you have to do is take a **picture of your work**, with the student's first **name, age and school** and send it to Emily from the education team on **ebacon@devonwildlifetrust.org** by the deadline of **Sunday 28th June** - we will be in touch with the winner afterwards.

Best Wishes,

Paul and Emily

From Devon Wildlife Trust

---

Don’t forget you can check out Wild Learning at Home page here for some nature inspired learning!


Thanks to the Players of People’s Postcode Lottery for supporting this competition and school’s work in Exeter